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Call from the wedding planner
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Call from the wedding planner
Hello, thank you so much for hiring me as your wedding planner. I'm glad you let me have complete control
because I know you'll be thrilled with what I've done! First lets begin with the guest list. So far we have
guests that will be attending. We still have not heard back from your

Number

(aunt__2nd_cousin_etc)

or your

.

Relative (aunt__2nd_cousin_etc)

Now lets talk about the decorations. I picked the out the colors. I chose
Color

. I picked some

Adjective

Relative

Plural noun

down the aisle. We will also be decorating the church with

,

Color

Color

, and

in the same colors that you will be carrying
Plural noun

and beautiful

Plural noun

.I

know you're gonna love it!

Your bridesmaids will be wearing
adorable

Article of clothing

. You will be having your

Article of clothing

correct? I will need her

Adjective

Article of clothing

Now for the ceremony, I've chosen

Now

Book or magazine

Song title

.

Relative (aunt__2nd_cousin_etc)

as the flower girl

size as soon as possible.

pleased with that choice. During the ceremony your
passage from

. And the flower girl will wear an

for when you walk down the aisle. I knew you would be
Relative (aunt__2nd_cousin_etc)

has agreed to read a lovely

lets get down to the fun!! The reception!!

I've arranged to have the reception at
Food

also be free
as vodka and

Food

Liquid

Liquid

and baked
and
.

husband's first dance will be to

. It will be a sit down dinner and we will be serving

Location

Liquid

Adjective

Song title

Animal

or

Plural noun

served, and a cash bar for the guests that might prefer such drinks
martinis, or shots of

.
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Liquid

. Then you will dance to

daughter dance. After that all the guests can go to the dance floor and
pleased with these plans I've made for your

for vegetarian guests. There will

Adjective

. You and your new
Song title

Verb

day! Talk to you soon!

for the father/

all night! Well I hope you're

